Tool system for winter road
maintenance along railways

Front plough

Side plough

Sturdy front plough
based on long-standing experience from
Mählers. For clearing
snow along railway
tracks.

A Mählers side plough
combined with a front
plough clears snow effectively.

Benefits of front plough:
+ Hydraulic controls
+ Double safety restraints

Benefits of side plough:
+ Hydraulic controls, both for
raising/lowering and for
extending/contracting the
telescopic cylinder

+ Fits various vehicle types

+ One safety restraint on
each side

+ Replaceable wear-resistant
cutting blades

+ Fits various vehicle types

+ Lockable wear soles

+ Replaceable wear-resistant
cutting blades
+ Equipped with collision
guard: a shock valve that
makes the side plough fold
back

Grader blade

Snow sweeper

Track clearer

Mählers is continuing
to develop its popular
grader blades for trucks.

Snow sweeper for
clearing snow from
railway points and road
crossings that cannot
be accessed with other
ploughs

Track clearer with extra
drop-down cutter for
clearing railway tracks

Benefits of grader blade:
+ Low build-in dimensions
+ High ground clearance in
folded position
+ Blade made of strong
material

Benefits of snow sweeper:
+ Hydraulic control of raising,
lowering and swivelling
motions

+ New mounting system
eliminates the need for
welding

+ Screen with different settings to limit throw range

+ The mounting is compatible with all frame heights

+ Replaceable nylon brushes

Benefits of track clearer:
+ A safety restraint on the
compressed air drive keeps
it in the raised position
when not in use
+ Extra drop-down cutter that
reaches 80 mm below the
upper edge of the rail
+ Steering integrated with
the vehicle’s mounting
system

+ Four support legs for unloading and steady positioning

+ Replaceable wear-resistant
cutting blades

+ Fits various vehicle types

+ Equipped with collision
guard

+ Safety restraints
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